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Brother LC127XLBK ink cartridge 1 pc(s) Original Black

Brand : Brother Product code: LC127XLBK

Product name : LC127XLBK

Genuine Brother LC127XLBK High Yield Ink Cartridge – Black

Brother LC127XLBK ink cartridge 1 pc(s) Original Black:

All Brother cartridges – including this LC127XLBK High Yield Ink Cartridge in Black – are rigorously tested
to ensure they provide customers with the most consistently reliable solution possible. Because it’s a
high yield cartridge, the LC127XLBK lasts up to twice as long – but without compromising on quality.

Though cheap, non-branded refill cartridges are widely available, they’re simply not as compatible with
your Brother printer. This can lead to issues with both printout quality and your machine’s performance –
and these problems can sometimes prove costly to put right.

This genuine LC127XLBK replacement Ink Cartridge ensures your printer continues to run glitch-free,
providing you with better value in the long-term plus the peace of mind that comes from knowing you
have a printing setup you can depend on.

Features

Compatibility *
DCP-J4110DW MFC-J4610DW MFC-
J4410DW MFC-J4510DW MFC-
J4710DW

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Black ink page yield 1200 pages
Type * Original

Features

Printing colours * Black
Brand compatibility * Brother
Supply type * Single pack

Technical details

Harmonized System (HS) code 84439990
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